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Whether you are installing new equipment or updating existing systems, 
Columbus McKinnon has a heavy-duty, cost-effective brake for your 
application. We offer an extensive portfolio of Magnetek® drop-in 
replacement brakes developed to meet the dimensional and performance 
characteristics of other brake manufacturers’ designs. Our brakes are 
manufactured from materials selected to optimize performance and 
serviceability for use in heavy-duty environments. 

Magnetek brakes can be custom engineered to match your unique 
application needs, including space requirements, capacity, performance, 
environment, sensor feedback devices, or method of actuation. Whatever 
your braking needs, Magnetek brakes are the solution.
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CUSTOM DROP-IN
BRAKES
FEATURES & BENEFITS
LIMITED CRANE MODIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
Sometimes, space is tight and adjustments to brakes in the field 
can cause delays in installations and subsequent use. Magnetek 
drop-in replacement brakes are ideal when space is restricted 
by related machinery, structural components, or worker access 
requirements. They are compact with low shaft heights, making 
them easy to retrofit into existing installations without requiring 
crane modification.

REDUCED INSTALLATION TIME
Magnetek brakes can be easily installed to replace other brake de-
signs without the need for modification of the pedestal or struc-
ture of the brake mounting. This increases uptime and reduces 
the cost of configuration and setup.

LONG SERVICE LIFE
Minimum moving parts provide an extremely reliable range of 
brakes that is easy to adjust and maintain. Advanced design 
features, combined with fabricated steel construction, makes 
Magnetek brakes reliable with minimal maintenance and downtime.

EASY ACCESS TO REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Our custom solutions ensure you can consistently obtain brakes 
and brake parts for older legacy cranes that might otherwise be 
difficult to replace. Plus, with our 360° Full Circle Service™, our 
highly trained support team is always available – 24/7, 365 days 
a year – to assist with technical application issues and tight 
installation timelines. We’ll work with you to get your drop-in 
replacement brakes up and running quickly.

CUSTOM CAPABILITIES
We can custom engineer brakes to meet the unique requirements 
of your application. Our engineers will work with you to custom 
design brakes with simple manual brake and release designs, 
unique torque or dimensional requirements, and even specific 
environmental considerations. Our custom capabilities include:

•   Stainless steel frame hardware and links

•   Nitride heat-treated corrosion protection

•   Special drop-in mountings

•   Manual brakes

•   Manual release brakes

•   Special coatings and finishes

•   Unique torque and dimensional requirements

•   Sensor feedback

•   Actuation methods including air, hydraulic, gravity, or  
    backup thruster or single failure proof
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FEATURED PRODUCT

DROP-IN 14” AND 18” MSTV BRAKES
Our newest drop-in brake, MSTV, is designed with high 
performance, reliability, and safety in mind. MSTV brakes are ideal 
for replacing hydraulic foot-operated brakes with the addition of 
our Braketronic® Controller units. Since the brake is controlled by 
wire, the likelihood of leaks is eliminated. 

MSTV brakes, or any of our drop-in models, can be used for 
applications such as railroad dump cars, bridges or heavy 
moveable structures, coke oven cars, conveyors, turntables, 
selector or lock dam gates, or any industrial braking application. 
Magnetek brakes simplify operation, reduce maintenance time, 
and improve operational flexibility.
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